Relation between relative cerebral blood flow, relative cerebral blood volume, and mean transit time in patients with acute ischemic stroke determined by perfusion-weighted MRI.
The relation between relative cerebral blood flow (relCBF), relative cerebral blood volume (relCBV), and mean transit time (MTT) changes was examined in 20 patients with acute cerebral ischemia (<6 h) using perfusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging. Regions of interest (ROI) were selected on MTT maps covering the entire MTT abnormal cortical area. These ROIs were transferred to the relCBF and relCBV maps to analyze the relation between relCBF, relCBV, and MTT on a voxel-by-voxel basis. On the unaffected side, a tight coupling of relCBF and relCBV was found with little variation of MTT. In hypoperfused cortex, relCBV was increased at all investigated relCBF categories, and there was greater relCBV variability than on the unaffected side. Only a severe decrease of relCBF, to less than 0.3, in comparison with the unaffected side was associated with a reduction of relCBV less than 1.0. In contrast to the unaffected side, a power law function (relCBV = 2.283 x relCBF0.549) resulted in a better fit than using a linear function for the correlation of relCBF and relCBV. MTT ratios increased steadily with decreasing CBF values. In conclusion, there is a clear relation between different perfusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging parameters in acute ischemia, reflecting both the degree of hemodynamic failure as well as compensatory mechanisms including vasodilation.